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Abstract. In traditional contour tracker, object’s location and shape are usually
bound together to form the system state. Such approaches suffer from the
problem that most sampled states cannot match the object’s boundary exactly
when the boundary cannot be captured by the shape model. To overcome such
drawbacks, Constrained Separate Tracking of Location and Shape (CSTLS) is
proposed. In CSTLS, location and shape are tracked by separate tracker,
L-Tracker and S-Tracker, with the constraints enforced by the global contour
tracking. The likelihood measurement for each sample in L-Tracker/S-Tracker is
calculated by taking multiple shape/location hypotheses into consideration,
which help to improve the robustness of tracking. The relationships of L-Tracker
and S-Tracker with original problem are established under Sequential Mean
Field Monte Carlo method. Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the
CSTLS.
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1 Introduction

Contour tracking is an active and challenging topic in computer vision. The tracking
methods based on Monte Carlo technique [1–5] are focused on in this paper. The goal
of contour tracking through an image sequence is to estimate of the target object’s
location and shape in every frame of that sequence. In traditional contour tracking
methods [1–3, 12, 13], the object’s location and shape are usually bound together to
form an entire system state of the tracker (see Fig. 1a). Such a binding approach suffers
from the problem that most sampled states cannot match the object’s boundary exactly
when the boundary cannot be captured by the learnt shape model, or shape dynamics
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cannot follow the dramatic change of the boundary. As a result, the likelihood mea-
surement will be insufficient. Since the likelihood measurement of contour tracking is
often peaked, insufficient measurement may cause the loss of tracking.

To overcome the drawbacks of traditional L-S binding approach, this paper pro-
poses a novel approach to contour tracking: Constrained Separate Tracking of Location
and Shape (CSTLS). In the CSTLS, location and shape are tracked by the separate
tracker, L-Tracker and S-Tracker (see Fig. 1b), with the constraints enforced by the
global contour tracking. In the L-Tracker, the likelihood measurement is calculated by
taking multiple shape hypotheses into consideration, which helps to track the location
more robustly. Especially when the object’s boundary cannot be captured by the learnt
shape model, a combination of exist shapes can achieve a better shape representation of
the object, and can give more sufficient likelihood measurement. While in the
S-Tracker, the likelihood measurement is calculated by taking multiple location
hypotheses into consideration, which also helps to track the shape more robustly.
Especially when the sampled shape can only partially match the object’s boundary, by
considering different locations, the likelihood measurement of S-Tracker can account
for multiple possible matches, and thus giving more reliable measurement. Conse-
quently, owing to the above collaborations between L-Tracker and S-Tracker, the
CSTLS can improve the robustness of contour tracking.

In the CSTLS, the relationships of L-Tracker and S-Tracker with original problem
of contour tracking are established under Sequential Mean Field Monte Carlo
(SMFMC) method [6]. However, it is infeasible to directly apply SMFMC. The like-
lihood measurement of contour tracking is in a form of P(observation | location, shape),
i.e., the location and shape cannot be measured independently. This factor results in
sample-level interdependence of L-Tracker and S-Tracker, and will cause combination
explosion when the number of samples of each tracker is large. For example, one will
need to evaluate the likelihood 1000 × 1000 times, if the number of samples of each
tracker is 1000. To tackle this problem, we propose two novel notions: integral shape
and integral observation, which can help to decouple the sample-level interdependence
of location and shape, and can achieve linear complexity of likelihood evaluations w.r.
t. the sample numbers.

The idea of state separation is not new, which is already used in existing work [6,
9–11]. In those work, the complete state of the target problem is also divided into some

Fig. 1. The difference between traditional contour tracking and CSTLS: (a) traditional L-S
binding approach, (b) our CSTLS.
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partitions, each of which maintains an individual set of weighted samples. Neverthe-
less, the proposed CSTLS is different with those work in two following aspects: (1) The
purpose is different. The state separation in those work is due to the curse of dimen-
sionality. With state separation, the original problem can be solved more efficiently and
effectively. While our state separation is due to the insufficient measurement caused by
the binding of location and shape. With the separation of location and shape, the
proposed CSTLS can improve the robustness of contour tracking. (2) The case of
separation is different. The state separation is performed among multiple correlated
de-formable subparts of structured deformable shapes in [6], among multiple objects in
[9, 10], and among articulated parts of object in [11]. For all these cases, the likelihood
of each state partition can be evaluated independently. The state separation in these
cases will not cause combination explosion of the likelihood evaluation. While in our
case, the likelihood of location and shape cannot be measured independently. Tackling
the combination explosion via integral shape and integral observation is the key con-
tribution of our work, which makes the separation of location and shape possible.

This paper is organized as following. The outline of our approach is given in
Sect. 2. The formal derivation of the CSTLS is presented in Sect. 3. Experiments on
contour tracking of person as well as the performance comparisons of different trackers
are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusion and future work are elaborated.

2 Outline of Our Approach

Exemplar based tracking method [3] is used as an example to discuss the CSTLS.
However, the CSTLS can be straightforwardly integrated into the tracking methods
based on other type of shape representation. In the exemplar based tracker, a set of
contour exemplars {E: Ek; k = 1, 2, …, M} are used as primitives to represent object’s
contour. Ek can be raw contour points (e.g., see Fig. 4), i.e., Ek ¼ fEq

k �
ðxqk ; yqkÞ; q ¼ 1; 2; . . .;mkg. The contour of target object is represented by Ta·Ek (i.e., a
transformed version of the k-th contour exemplar), where 1 ≤ k ≤ M, and Ta a geo-
metric transformation with parameter a. In the case of Euclidean similarity, a = (x, y, θ,
s) and row vectors transform as Ta·V = (x, y) + s·V·R(θ). The traditional system state of
tracking at frame t is defined as Xt = (k, a)t. Given the observation Zt, the likelihood
measurement is defined as

PðZtjXtÞ / exp �kqðZt; Tat � EktÞð Þ ð1Þ

where ρ is chamfer distance [7]. The dynamics is calculated as P(Xt|Xt-1) = P(at|at-1)P
(kt|kt-1), where P(at|at-1) is the ARP model of the parameter a, and P(kt|kt-1) is the index
transition of the exemplars. The ultimate goal of tracking is the calculation of posterior
P(Xt|Z1:t).

In the CSTLS, the entire system state is divided into two parts: location state
Lt = (x, y)t, and shape state St = (k, θ, s)t. Location and shape are tracked by the separate
tracker, L-Tracker and S-Tracker, with the constraints enforced by the global contour
tracking. The relationships of L-Tracker and S-Tracker with original problem of con-
tour tracking are established under SMFMC in Sect. 3.1, where the posterior P(Xt|Z1:t)
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is approximated by Q(Lt)·Q(St). And the found optimal distributions Q(Lt) and Q(St)
will give the final tracking results of the CSTLS.

However, since the likelihood measurement is in a form of P(Zt|Lt, St), it cannot be
calculated with only Lt or St. Therefore, the calculation of Q(Lt) or Q(St) will involve an
integral of the likelihood over another one. Since the major computation of tracking
comes from the evaluation of the likelihood, such a combinational calculation of the
likelihood will be infeasible. Suppose the number of samples of L-Tracker is NL and
the number of samples of S-Tracker is NS, we will need evaluate the likelihood NL·NS

times for each tracker. It will be computational infeasible when NL and NS are large
(say 1000). In Sect. 3.2, we will introduce two notions: integral shape and integral
observation, which can achieve NL·NS likelihood evaluations equivalently with only
(NL + NS) complexity.

3 Constrained Separate Tracking of Location and Shape

3.1 Problem Formulation Under SMFMC

In the CSTLS, two sub-trackers, L-Tracker and S-Tracker, will collaborate with each
other to achieve a complete contour tracking. We employ a variational mean field
method to established the relationships of these two trackers with original contour
tracking problem, where the posterior P(Lt, St |Z1:t) is approximated by

PðLt; StjZ1:tÞ�QðLtÞQðStÞ ð2Þ

where Q(Lt) and Q(St) are independent approximate distributions of P(Lt|Z1:t) and P(St|
Z1:t), respectively. The goodness of the approximation is measured by Gibbs free
energy [8].

FðQ;PÞ ¼
Z
Lt ;St

QðLtÞQðStÞ ln QðLtÞQðStÞð Þ=PðLt; StjZ1:tÞ: ð3Þ

The optimal Q(Lt) and Q(St) can be obtained by maximizing the free energy F(Q,
P), which are

QðLtÞ / exp
Z
St

QðStÞ lnPðZtjLt; StÞ
� �Z

Lt�1

PðLtjLt�1ÞQðLt�1Þ ð4Þ

QðStÞ / exp
Z
Lt

QðLtÞ lnPðZtjLt; StÞ
� �Z

St�1

PðStjSt�1ÞQðSt�1Þ ð5Þ

Sequential Monte Carlo technique is subsequently applied to calculate the Q(Lt)
and Q(St), where two sets of weighted samples are used to represent them, i.e.,
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QðLtÞ� fuit; pit; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;NLg ð6Þ

QðStÞ� fv jt ; g j
t ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;NSg ð7Þ

This leads to the Sequential Mean Field Monte Carlo (SMFMC) algorithm.
However, the weight calculations of Q(Lt) and Q(St) are not independent. For

example, for one sample u of Q(Lt), when it is sampled from a proposal distribution g,
its weight is calculated by

p ¼ QðuÞ=gðuÞ
¼

YNS

j¼1
PðZtjLt ¼ u; St ¼ v jt Þg

j
t
XNL

i¼1
wi
t�1PðLt ¼ ujLt�1 ¼ uit�1Þ=gðuÞ; ð8Þ

which depends on the samples of Q(St), and involves NS likelihood evaluations.
Therefore, there will have NL·NS likelihood evaluations for Q(Lt). This is computa-
tional infeasible. The next subsection will give an efficient approach to weight calcu-
lation of Q(Lt) and Q(St).

3.2 Integral Shape and Integral Observation

Based on the definition of chamfer distance [7], we have

lnP ZtjLt; St ¼ ðkt; ht; stÞð Þ / � k
mkt

Xmkt

q¼1
Dt CqðStÞ þ Lt
� � ð9Þ

where mkt is the number of points in the kt-th contour exemplar, Dt is Distance
Transform (DT) image of the edge map detected from input image Zt, Cq(St) is defined
as

CqðStÞ ¼ st � Eq
kt � RðhtÞ; ð10Þ

which is the q-th point of the similarity-transformed kt-th contour exemplar. Define a
contour mask

MðROIjStÞ ¼
1; ðx; yÞ locates onCðStÞ

; ðx; yÞ 2 ROI;

0; otherwise

8><
>: ð11Þ

where C Stð Þ ¼ fCq Stð Þ; q ¼ 1; 2; . . .;mktg, and the ROI is a bounding rectangle of C
(St). Equation (9) can be rewritten as a 2D convolution

lnP ZtjLt; Stð Þ / �k/mkt � Dt ROI þ Ltð Þ �MðROIjStÞ; ð12Þ

where ‘*’ is the operation of convolution. Subsequently, the likelihood related terms in
(4) and (5) can be written as
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Z
St

QðStÞ lnPðZtjLt; StÞ ¼ �k
Z
St

QðStÞMðROIjStÞ=mkt

� �
� DtðROI þ LtÞ

¼ �k�Ct
Int � DtðROI þ LtÞ;

ð13Þ

Z
Lt

QðLtÞ lnPðZtjLt; StÞ ¼ �k/mkt �MðROIjStÞ �
Z
Lt

QðLtÞ � DtðROI þ LtÞ
� �

¼ �k/mkt �MðROIjStÞ � �Dt
Int;

ð14Þ

where �Ct
Int and �Dt

Int are named as integral shape and integral observation, respectively.
Based on the sample representations of Q(Lt) and Q(St), integral shape and integral
observation can be calculated numerically. The derivations of (13) and (14) use the
exchangeable property between convolution and integral. With the notions of integral
shape and integral observation, (4) and (5) can be rewritten as:

QðLtÞ / exp �k�Ct
Int � DtðROI þ LtÞ

� � Z
Lt�1

PðLtjLt�1ÞQðLt�1Þ ð15Þ

QðStÞ / exp �k/mkt �MðROIjStÞ � �Dt
Int

� � Z
St�1

PðStjSt�1ÞQðSt�1Þ ð16Þ

Fig. 2. The Algorithm of CSTLS
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The complete algorithm is shown in Fig. 2, where the sample weights of Q(Lt) and
Q(St) can be calculated efficiently based on integral shape and integral observation.
Therefore, the sample-level interdependence between location and shape are decoupled
via integral shape and integral observation. We can achieve NL·NS likelihood evalua-
tions equivalently with only (NL + NS) complexity.

4 Experiment

4.1 Method Comparisons and Data Set

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the CSTLS algorithm, we integrated it into the
exemplar-based tracker [3], and compare the performance of the tracker with CSTLS
and the tracker without CSTLS. The tracking of human body’s contour is considered.
Two ballet videos with size of 352 × 288 are used, one for training and another one for
testing. The training video consists of 300 frames, of which 103 frames are labeled to
learn the exemplars of object’s contour as well as related dynamics. A handful of
exemplars are shown in Fig. 3. The dramatic change of the object’s contour can be
seen, which will introduce the difficulties in tracking. Section 4.2 will give the
experiments on the test video, where superior performance of the tracker with CSTLS
is shown.

The entire state of contour tracking is defined as a 5 dimensional vector: (x, y, k, sx,
sy), where (x, y) is the location, k is the index of contour exemplars, and sx and sy are the
scale along x and y axis, respectively. Rotation is not considered, which has been
reflected into the exemplars (i.e., no rotation alignment is considered during the
learning of exemplars). In the CSTLS, the location state is defined as (x, y), and the
shape state is defined as (k, sx, sy).

The typical configurations for the tracker with CSTLS are: the numbers of samples
are chosen as 300 × 300 (i.e., 300 for L-Tracker and 300 for S-Tracker), and the
number of mean field iterations is set as 2. These configurations are used in all the
experiments. The typical number of samples for the tracker without CSTLS is 1000,
which is used in all the experiments, except the quantitative analysis in Sect. 4.2 where
different numbers of samples are tried but all give poor performance.

All the experiments run on a PC with 2.9 GHz CPU. The code is programmed with
C++ and no special code optimization is performed. The processing frame rate of the

Fig. 3. Some exemplars of object’s contour.
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tracker with CSTLS is 2.1 fps, 1.1 fps, and 0.6 fps, if the numbers of samples are set as
300 × 300, 600 × 600, and 1200 × 1200, respectively. Therefore, the CSTLS do have
linear complexity w.r.t. the sample numbers, just as we have expected. The processing
frame rate of the tracker without CSTLS is 10.1 fps, 6.3 fps, 3.8 fps, and 1.7 fps, if the
number of samples is set as 300, 600, 1200, and 2400, respectively.

4.2 Contour Tracking on Testing Video

The intermediate results of the CSTLS are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4b shows the
integral shape, where the lighter of the red color, the higher probability that the pixel
represents the object’s boundary. To give more clear view of the integral shape, Fig. 4c
shows the region representation of integral shape (i.e., the integral is carried out on the
interior of contours), from which we can observe that the multiple shape hypotheses are
accounted. In the L-Tracker, based on such integral shape, when likelihood is measured
on the DT observation (see Fig. 4e), it can take multiple shape hypotheses into con-
sideration, which help to track the location more robustly. Especially when the object’s
boundary cannot be captured by the learnt shape model, a combination of exist shapes
can achieve a better shape representation of the object, and can give more sufficient
likelihood measurement.

Figure 4d shows the integral observation. If compared with the DT observation in
Fig. 4e, it is blurred. This is due to the integral carried out over possible locations. But,
this is not just a normal blur process. When the uncertainty of the location is low (i.e.
the discriminability of the likelihood measurement is strong), then the integral obser-
vation will be less blurred, which means the likelihood measurement of S-Tracker will
be more precise, and thus helping to maintain accurate contour. When the uncertainty

(a)                 (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 4. Intermediate results of CSTLS: (a) original image superimposed with tracked contour,
(b) original image superimposed with integral shape, (c) the region representation of integral
shape, (d) integral observation, (e) DT image. Top row: Frame 84, Bottom row: Frame 115.
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of location is high (i.e., the discriminability of the likelihood measurement is weak),
then the integral observation will be more blurred, which means the likelihood mea-
surement of S-Tracker will be more relaxed, and thus giving more opportunities to
maintain multiple shape hypotheses to improve the robustness of L-Tracker.

Therefore, from above discussions of integral shape and integral observation, the
L-Tracker and S-Tracker can collaborate with each other in a smart way. The complete
tracking results on the video sequence by the tracker with CTLS are shown in Fig. 5. If
we compare with the tracking results achieved by the tracker without CTLS (see
Fig. 6), the effectiveness of the CSTLS can be proved. The tracker with CSTLS can
track the object’s contour on entire sequence, while the tracker without CSTLS lost the
shape tracking after frame 161, and totally lost the object near the end.

By comparing the labeled contours with the contours tracked by different trackers,
quantitative analysis can be obtained, which is shown in Fig. 7. The distance values
shown in Fig. 7 are calculated based chamfer distance of two contours. Since the
chamfer distance is asymmetric, the distance of two contours C1 and C2 is calculated
as: dist(C1, C2) = max(chamfer(C1, C2), chamfer(C2, C1)). For the tracker without

Frame 1 Frame 53           Frame 99            Frame 127

Frame 161          Frame 173           Frame 201 Frame 256

Fig. 5. Contour tracking achieved by exemplar-based tracker with CSTLS.

Frame 99           Frame 161           Frame 256           Frame 298 

Fig. 6. Contour tracking achieved by exemplar-based tracker without CSTLS.
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CSTLS, as the tracking performance is poor, different choices of sample numbers are
tested, i.e., 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800. But, as shown in Fig. 7, none of them gives
good tracking performance. While for the tracker with CSTLS, the distance is much
smaller, except some ones are great than 5 pixels, which are similar with the case at
frame 173 shown in Fig. 5. The quantitative analysis is obtained by running every
tracker 5 times and mean distance over different runs are calculated.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel CSTLS algorithm for contour tracking. Different with the
traditional contour tracking methods in which the object’s location and shape are bound
together to form an entire system state, in the CSTLS, location and shape are tracked by
the separate tracker, L-Tracker and S-Tracker, with the constraints enforced by the
global contour tracking. The relationships of the L-Tracker and S-Tracker with original
problem of contour tracking are established under SMFMC method. However, directly
applying SMFMC will cause combination explosion. Two novel notions, integral shape
and integral observation, are subsequently proposed to give a feasible algorithm of the
CSTLS.

Proved by the experiments on contour tracking, the CSTLS can overcome the
drawbacks of traditional L-S binding approach. This is owing to the function of integral
shape and integral observation, and the collaboration between L-Tracker and
S-Tracker.

The integral shape takes multiple shape hypotheses into consideration, which can
achieve a better shape representation of the object. With the integral shape, the
L-Tracker can match more parts of the object, and thus improving the robustness. The
integral observation is calculated over possible locations, which is blurred than original
DT observation. With more blurred integral observation, more shape hypotheses in the
S-Tracker can be maintained, which help to improve the robustness. With less blurred
integral observation, the likelihood measurement of S-Tracker will be more precise,
and thus helping to maintain accurate contour. The blur of the integral observation is
affected by the uncertainty of the location, which give a smart balance between the
accuracy and robustness.

Although exemplar based tracking method is used to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the CSTLS, the CSTLS can also be integrated straightforwardly into the contour
tracking methods based on other type of shape representation. Our future work includes

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300
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20
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40

 

with CSTLS (300X300)
without CSTLS (300)
without CSTLS (600)
without CSTLS (1200)
without CSTLS (2400)
without CSTLS (4800)

Fig. 7. Quantitative analysis of the performance of different trackers.
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applying CSTLS to other contour tracking methods and digging more functions of
integral shape and integral observation. For example, with the integral observation at
hand, techniques of shape retrieval can be applied to give importance shape function
for S-Tracker.
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